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Postal address: Postfach 10 12 53  

50452 Cologne, Germany 

Visiting address: Konrad-Adenauer-Ufer 3 

50668 Cologne, Germany 

Agenda  

DAY 1, 24/10/2023 
 

The Certification Conference will offer an opportunity to address strategic topics related to design 
and production. It will be divided in two sessions: in the morning, exchanges will be focused on 
“working with EASA”. During that session, EASA will provide updates on various developments of 
interest to Industry, including initiatives taken based on previous stakeholder feedback. Industry 
representatives will provide feedback on their perception of working with the Agency.  
The afternoon session will be dedicated to “the sustainability challenge”, aiming at sharing our 
updates and exchanges with industry on the design and certification challenges raised by innovative 
sustainable products. 
 
A more detailed agenda will follow. 

 
 

DAY 2, 25/10/2023 

 
The SMS Workshop will offer an opportunity for EASA and Industry to exchange on the 
implementation of SMS by Design and Production organisations in Europe since March 2023.  This 
will include, among other aspects, highlights about the latest changes, further insights of the 
purpose of an SMS, discussion on implementation challenges and expectations, and other technical 
and practical aspects that may still require clarification. 

 
 

DAY 3, 26/10/2023 
 

The Part 21 Implementation Workshop will be divided in two sessions. In the morning, during a 
Plenary session, EASA will provide updates on recent technical and operational developments 
regarding Part 21 implementation such as Performance based oversight, Lithium batteries, 
Installation of parts without Form 1. In the afternoon, participants will interact with EASA experts, 
PCMs and DOA Team Leaders on focused technical topics such as Changes and repairs, Classification 
& Approval, Development Assurance in STC, Installations using similarity approach. 
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